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Welcome

From MPC & Current
A recent Crain's Forum on Water featured a diverse group of authors and perspectives on major
water challenges and opportunities in the region, everything from lead pipes, flooding, and
inequitable rates to accelerating innovative water technologies as an economic development
driver. The timing of that Forum, and tonight’s event, are auspicious. 2020 offers pathways to
major progress towards sustainable and equitable water management solutions in Illinois,
Chicago and the broader region. The State of Illinois is updating the State Water Plan for the
first time since 1984. The City of Chicago will soon be bringing on a Chief Sustainability
Officer to guide Mayor Lightfoot’s agenda. MWRD is undertaking a multi-year strategic plan.
We have the opportunity tonight to engage directly with officials and staff from each of those
bodies, and to get a jumpstart on recommendations and strategies to inform those various
efforts.
Tonight’s event features a panel comprised of op-ed authors from the Crain's Forum as
catalysts for conversation – conversation that you, the attendees, will lead and shape. While the
roles and responsibilities differ across government bodies, they are all grappling with some of the
same issues. Stormwater management in the face of climate change. Making sure people can
pay for needed services, while ensuring those services and infrastructure are being constantly
invested in. Governance structures that may not match our 21st Century needs. Emerging
technologies that move at a faster pace than government. And more. After the panel concludes,
we will adjourn to the Marae Room for breakout discussions on a handful of large thematic
issues (see below). Following tonight’s event, staff from MPC and Current will distill these
discussions into policy briefs to be shared with the appropriate unit of government or other
audiences. If you wish to participate in shaping those briefs, please let us know!
Breakout discussion topics:
• Stormwater Management: Protecting Property, Communities and Ecosystems
• Drinking Water Safety, Access and Affordability: Meeting Equity and Infrastructure Goals
• Technology and Policy Innovation for Productive and Healthy River and Lake Ecosystems
• Cultivating Investment and Entrepreneurship in Water Solutions
• Governance, Financing and Planning: Systemic Approaches to Equitable, Sustainable Water
Solutions
Thank you for joining us this evening, and for your ongoing partnership as we work together to
solve the water resource challenges of today and tomorrow. A special thank you to our event
sponsors, panelists and the Field Museum, without whom this event would not have been
possible.
Josh Ellis, Vice President, Metropolitan Planning Council
Alaina Harkness, Executive Director, Current
#VisionForWater
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Agenda
5:00 PM – 5:30 PM
Doors Open – Exhibit Available for Viewing
5:30 PM – 6:00 PM
Reception Begins – Brad Temkin (photographer) Available for Guided Walkthrough of State of
Water Exhibit
6:00 PM – 6:30 PM
Welcome From Hosts & Premier Sponsors
Panel

Featuring:
• Hugh Dellios, Editor – Crain’s Forum
• Joel Brammeier, President & CEO – Alliance for the Great Lakes
• Elizabeth Cisar, Senior Program Officer for the Environment – Joyce Foundation
• Josh Ellis, Vice President – Metropolitan Planning Council
• Juliana Pino, MPP, MS, Policy Director – Little Village Environmental Justice
Organization (LVEJO)
• Kari K. Steele, President of the Board of Commissioners – Metropolitan Water
Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRD)
Moderator:
• Alaina Harkness, Executive Director – Current

Explanation of Discussion Groups
6:30 PM – 7:15 PM
Discussion Groups
Report Outs & Next Steps
7:15 PM – 7:30 PM
Reception “Last Call”
7:15 PM – 7:30 PM
Event Ends
#VisionForWater
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THE PAST, PRESENT,
AND FUTURE OF
WATER IN ILLINOIS
Panel

Hugh Dellios
Editor, Crain’s Forum
Hugh is the editor of Crain’s Forum, a monthly section of Crain’s
Chicago Business that explores a policy challenge critical to the
city and region. He previously worked as an editor and
correspondent at the Chicago Tribune, the Associated Press and
NPR. He is a native of Waukesha, Wisconsin.

Joel Brammeier
President & CEO, Alliance for the Great Lakes
As Alliance for the Great Lakes’ president and CEO, Joel
Brammeier oversees all aspects of the organization, leads a team of
professionals across five locations, along with a base of more than
15,000 volunteers around the region dedicated to protecting
clean water and building a sustainable future for the Great Lakes.
Since joining the Alliance in 2001, Joel has become a leading voice
on invasive species and water protection issues across the Great
Lakes region. He has testified before Congress on invasive species
solutions and advises state governors and Canadian provincial
premiers on the implementation of the Great Lakes Compact, a
binational agreement that ensures Great Lakes water stays in the
basin.

#VisionForWater
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Elizabeth Cisar
Senior Program Officer for the Environment, Joyce Foundation
As Senior Program Officer for the Environment Program, Elizabeth
manages the foundation’s Great Lakes portfolio. Before joining Joyce,
Elizabeth was Environment Program Director at the Crown Family
Philanthropies, Director of Land Conservation Programs at Grand
Victoria Foundation, and the Director of the Great Lakes Office of
The Conservation Fund. Elizabeth is the co-chair of the Great Lakes
Funders Collaboration. An attorney, Elizabeth also has practiced law
in the nonprofit and commercial sectors. She clerked for Judge
William J. Bauer on the U.S. 7th Circuit Court of Appeals, and holds a
law degree from Northwestern University. She earned her bachelor’s
degree in Marine Science and Biology from the University of Miami.
Josh Ellis
Vice President, Metropolitan Planning Council
Josh has been with MPC since 2006. He directs many of MPC’s
urban and regional planning initiatives, most notably through Great
Rivers Chicago, Transform Illinois, and MPC’s work in Stormwater
Management and Water Supply Management. He is a frequent public
speaker, and has also led many of MPC's research projects on a range
of urban and regional challenges, including Immeasurable Loss:
Modernizing Lake Michigan Water Use and Before the Wells Run Dry. Josh
is a member of the Midwest Leadership Council of the National Parks
Conservation Association, and a Board member at PODERwhich serves
adult Latino immigrants with a mission to provide the necessary
academic tools to promote human dignity, increase employment
potential, and facilitate participation in the larger community.
Moderator: Alaina Harkness
Executive Director, Current
Alaina leads Current’s work to build collaborations that advance
innovative solutions to water challenges. She most recently served as
managing director for the economic development firm RW Ventures,
where she helped launch and lead the New Growth Innovation
Network and developed inclusive growth strategies for cities and
metropolitan regions. Prior, she held a research fellowship in urban
governance at the Brookings Institution, led urban development
strategy for the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation,
and staffed civic collaboratives: The Partnership for New
Communities and 2016 Fund for Chicago Neighborhoods.
#VisionForWater
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Juliana Pino, MPP, MS
Policy Director, Little Village Environmental Justice Organization
(LVEJO)
Juliana Pino is the Policy Director at LVEJO. Born in Tuluá,
Colombia, and raised in both Colombia and the United States,
Juliana’s personal life is transnational and her background is
interdisciplinary. At LVEJO, Juliana analyzes, researches, and
advocates for environmental justice in local, state, and federal policy.
LVEJO campaigns cross many areas of environmental policy,
including energy systems, food systems, water quality, air quality,
brownfields, toxics, land use, transportation, and others. Her work
focuses on: advancing energy democracy and community selfdetermination in regulatory and policy arenas; creating just transition
with meaningful collaborative and participatory management of
shared environmental resources; and centering frontline community
leaders as generators of transformative policy ideas and governance
models.

Kari K. Steele
President of the Board of Commissioners, Metropolitan Water
Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRD)
President Kari K. Steele is a chemist, environmentalist and
community leader. She has more than 11 years of experience as a
chemist. She worked at the Jardine Water Purification Plant as a
water chemist and at the MWRD as a water sampler and lab
technician. President Steele has a Pre-med degree in Chemistry from
Xavier University of Louisiana. She was elected November 6, 2012 to
serve as a Commissioner at the MWRD and re-elected in 2018. In
January 2019 she was elected by the nine member Board of
Commissioners to serve as President.

#VisionForWater
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As we mark our 85th year, the Metropolitan Planning Council (MPC) recommits to building a
better, bolder, more equitable future for everyone. We deploy research, technical assistance, and
advocacy, as an independent and trusted change agent. We believe that every neighborhood has
promise. Every community should be heard. And every person can thrive. In 2020, MPC's
priorities for charting a more sustainable and
equitable water future include deepening
community relations and engagement;
advancing solutions to address lead in water at
the state, city and suburban levels; expanding
local government technical assistance; piloting
new innovations in stormwater infrastructure;
improving processes for citywide and regional
planning; and embedding the Great Rivers
vision into Lightfoot Administration priorities.
For more than a decade, MPC’s robust water
program has worked to ensure clean, equitable
and abundant drinking water is the backbone
of every community, and to prevent flooding, improve water quality and foster social, economic,
and environmental benefits within communities. In 2020, MPC and the Nature Conservancy are
launching StormStore to spur flooding relief and economic development through an innovative
stormwater credit trading marketplace. As part of the Drinking Water 1-2-3 Academy Phase 2,
MPC will also complete Technical Assistance projects throughout the region to learn from onthe-ground implementation and capture success stories of best practices in water management.
As part of the Our Great Rivers vision, by
2040, Chicago’s rivers will be inviting,
productive and living places where everyone can
have their own experience. Through assistance
to the public sector and community-led and
nonprofit organizations, MPC is implementing
a vision and plan for improvements and new
uses for the region’s rivers and riverfronts. In
2020, we will continue Technical Assistance
with place-based community projects,
comprehensively assess progress on Our Great
Rivers goals, and build political will to
implement Our Great Rivers and associated
projects.
#VisionForWater
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INNOVATIONS IN ADVANCED
WATER RESEARCH &
TECHNOLOGY

Current delivers advanced research and market-driven innovations to meet the
world’s water needs. Current bridges gaps in the water solutions ecosystem to
develop, validate, and commercialize innovations for greater environmental and
economic sustainability.

CORE PROGRAMS
CURRENT RESEARCH

AMPLIFIES WATER RESEARCH
• Convenes the capabilities of the Current Research Consortium, a global center of
excellence in water research and technology development
• Aligns member research capabilities with market-driven opportunities
• Delivers advanced fundamental science and practical, outcome-based applied research
• Pursues new funding opportunities and cross-institutional/international partnerships

CURRENT DEMONSTRATION

VALIDATES INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
• Identifies the top needs of members, and sources, de-risks and validates potential water
tech solutions, through a structured and comprehensive process
• Analyzes technical and economic merits of innovative technologies
• Pilots technologies at-scale through Current’s testbed network of utility and industrial sites
• Assesses market potential and refines the business case for early and growth-stage companies
• Reduces technology time-to-market

CURRENT CONNECT

DRIVES GROWTH & SCALE
• Identifies early-adopter and beachhead market customers for successfulcommercialization
• Connects validated technologies with investors and customers
• Enhances members’ brand awareness through curated events and communication channels
• Supports members’ business development goals through new channel partners, markets and
customers
• Builds and convenes, national and international networks of researchers, innovators, solution
providers, investors and end-users

www.currentwater.org
#VisionForWater
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